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Abstract. Children learn language a urately and instin tively, yet languages still

hange. On e a hange begins, it tends to run to ompletion. I will develop a
mathemati al model of a population that an swit h between two languages in
several stages. A one-dimensional ODE serves as a base: Its xed points represent
populations dominated by one language or the other. The addition of sto hasti
noise allows for the possibility of spontaneous hange from one to the other, but
the time s ale is too long. A two-dimensional model is required: The addition of
so ial stru ture in the form of age groups leads to the desired behavior. Supported

by NSF grant 0734783.

Ba kground: Language Change
Verb raising

(Old & Middle English)

Do-support

(Late Middle & Modern English)

❄ I know the muÆn man.

❄ I know the muÆn man.

❄ Know you the muÆn man?

❄ Do you know the muÆn man?

❄ Know you not the muÆn man?

❄ Do you not know the muÆn man?

❄ I know not the muÆn man.

❄ I don't know the muÆn man.

The syntax of English verbs has hanged over the enturies. A ording to manus ript
data, the transition from a verb raising grammar to a do -support grammar was
smooth and sigmoid-shaped. Individual manus ripts use a mixture of both onstru tions, so during the transition, an individual's spoken grammar was a mixture
of both idealized grammars. Observe that the hange is monotoni : it begins and
runs to ompletion without turning ba k, a feature typi al of language hanges
[Yang, 2002℄.
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Change over time of the fra tion of transitive aÆrmative questions using do -support.
(As in \Who know you?" vs. \Who do you know?") Data from manus ripts olle ted by Elleg
ard [1953℄, analyzed by Kro h [1989℄.

More data from Elleg
ard [1953℄, Kro h [1989℄.

Road map
We will develop a model of spontaneous language
hange with the properties observed in the history
of English:
❄ Simpli

ation: Two idealized grammars

❄ Individuals speak using mixtures of the two

idealized grammars

❄ Two nearly steady states representing dom-

inan e by ea h of the two grammars

❄ Spontaneous transitions between them in

both dire tions

We will begin with a simple dynami al system on an interval with two stable xed
points separated by an unstable xed point. From there we will add random u tuations and an added dimension through so ial stru ture. Neither of these additions
alone suÆ es. However, a ombination of the two gives a model with qualitatively
orre t behavior.

The Mean Field Foundation
We assume that there are two idealized grammars G1 and G2 . The population is
large and well mixed. Children learn from everyone|their spee h is a fun tion of
the mean usage rate of G2 . Therefore, the population may be represented by its
mean usage rate
m′ = β (
g(m)
− |{z}
m )
(1)
| {z }
birth & learning

death

❄ m(t) = mean usage rate of G2 at time t, 0 ≤ m ≤ 1
❄ β = birth & death rate
❄ g(m) = learning fun tion = mean usage rate of hil-

dren after a quiring language from a population with
usage rate m
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In most situations, languages prefer to use one grammati al alternative most of the
time. Therefore, we want m to have stable xed points near 0 and 1, representing
populations that prefer G1 or G2 , respe tively. That onstrains g to have the
following form:
g@mD
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Intuitively: If G1 dominates, then hildren should prefer G1 . (Similarly for G2 .)
Children will also amplify that preferen e and use the dominant grammar even more
than data suggests. These assumptions give the shape of g(m) near m = 0 and
m = 1, and the remainder of the sigmoid omes from joining these bits smoothly.

Perfe t learning
If learning were perfe t, then g(m) would look like this:
g@mD
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But then m ′ = 0 and all states are xed points. This would be appropriate for
modeling ases where any mixture of the two grammars is maintained inde nitely,
but an be shifted by an external in uen e.

Statisti al Learning Theory
Abstra tly, the learning problem is to estimate P (use G2 ) from data onsisting of
sample senten es that an be parsed only by G1 or only by G2 , or both. Oddly,
many probability estimating algorithms from statisti al learning theory (SLT) have
exa tly the wrong shape.

Calibration plots for some popular SLT algorithms
applied to problems where they must estimate the
a probability between 0 and 1 from data. These
pi tures are from Caruana and Ni ules u-Mizil
[2005℄. They have been rotated to mat h my axis
onvention, where the horizontal axis is the input
probability used to generate the data (analogous
to m), and the verti al axis is the probability estimated by the algorithm (analogous to g(m)).

Intuitively: SLT algorithms for probability estimation are typi ally based on binary
lassi ers, in whi h points are labeled +1 or −1 depending on whi h side of a
de ision boundary the fall on. In trying to predi t a point's label, lassi ers are
most un ertain near the de ision boundary, leading to a at spot in the middle of
their alibration urves and a reverse-sigmoid shape.
Probability estimators su h as these an be post-pro essed with additional training
data to eliminate their inherent reverse-sigmoid bias.
The lesson here is that human language a quisition is doing something quite di erent from these SLT algorithms.

A Sto hasti Model
From the deterministi dynami al system (1) we dedu ed the rough shape of the
learning algorithm, but su h an ODE annot represent spontaneous hange from
spee h dominated by G1 to spee h dominated by G2 and ba k. So, we add random
u tuations. We begin with a Markov hain and go to the limit of an in nite
population, similar to the Wright-Fisher model of population geneti s [Durrett,
1996, Ethier and Kurtz, 1986℄.
❄ We dis retize spee h by assuming K + 1 types of agents, labeled 0, . . . , K
P (senten e from agent of type k uses G2 ) =

k
K

❄ The population state is a ve tor Z where
Zk (j) = # speakers of type k at time step j.
P
❄ The total population N = k Zk (j) is xed.

❄ Dividing the state ve tor Z by N gives the spee h distribution ve tor Y where
Y(j) = Z(j)/N.
❄ Ea h dis rete time step represents an elapsed time of h = 1/N.

The transition from one time step to the next is as follows.
❄ For ea h agent
❅ Keep the agent with probability 1 −
❅

Death & birth.

β
N

= 1 − βh

Repla e the agent with probability
distribution from the learning fun tion Q:

β
N

= β h using the

Qk (j) = P ( hild learns to use G2 at rate k/K)
= sigmoid fun tion of mean of Y(j)
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Mean usage rate of G2 as a fun tion
of time for a traje tory of the Markov
hain.

Traje tories for this Markov hain hover
around one of two equilibrium states: one
with mean near 0 and one with mean near
1. These are analogous to the stable xed
points from the ODE. Transitions from
one to the other are extremely rare. A
population in an intermediate state is just
as likely to go to one as to the other, so
on e begun, a hange is fairly likely to
reverse itself instead of running to ompletion.

Why is the hange so rare under this model?
We may approximate the Markov hain by a sto hasti di erential equation (SDE)
by letting the population size N go to in nity. In the simplest ase K = 1, we nd
p
dXt = β (Q(Xt ) − Xt ) dt + Xt (1 − Xt ) dBt

(2)

where Xt = fra tion of the population that uses G2 ex lusively. We may then solve
a di erential equation for the stationary distribution of X.

How to derive the SDE
By letting the population size N go to in nity, we derive a system of It^o sto hasti
di erential equations for the distribution ve tor X = lim Y :
Y(j) =

In nitesimal drift:
E

Z(j)
1
and let N → ∞, timestep h = → 0
N
N



Y(j + 1) − Y(j)
Y(j)
h



= β (Q(j) − Y(j))

In nitesimal varian e of type k:
Var



Yk (j + 1)
√
Y(j)
h



= P − P2 → Yk (j) − Yk (j)2

where



β
β
Yk (j)
P = Qk (j) + 1 −
N
N

In nitesimal ovarian es ≈ 0:
Cov (Yk (j + 1), Yr (j + 1) |Y(j) ) = O h

2



The resulting system of SDEs is
p
dXk (t) = β (Qk (X(t)) − Xk (t)) dt + Xk (t)(1 − Xk (t)) dBk (t)

where k = 1, . . . , K;

X0 (t) = 1 − X1 (t) − · · · − XK (t)

(3)

We fo us on a simple ase, K = 1:
❄ X0 (t) = usage rate of G1 = 1 − X1 (t)
❄ X1 (t) = usage rate of G2
❄ To simplify notation, let Xt = X1 (t), Xt ∈ [0, 1]
p
dXt = β (Q(Xt ) − Xt ) dt + Xt (1 − Xt ) dBt
{z
}
|
|
{z
}
b(Xt )

σ(Xt )

❄ a(x) = σ(x)2 = x(1 − x) = in nitesimal varian e
❄ Q(x) = sigmoid learning fun tion

(4)
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Learning fun tion
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The drift term from the SDE (4) an be onsidered
alone as an ODE of the form in (1); it has two staand ) separated by an
ble xed points (marked
unstable xed point (marked △). As shown, the stationary density of Xt is on entrated around the two
stable xed points, parti ularly for large β. In between and , the density is exponentially small, so
it is extremely rare for Xt to be found an intermediate
state.

Solving for the stationary density
❄ p(t, x, y) = transition density
P (Xt ∈ A |X0 = x ) =

Z

p(t, x, y) dy
A

❄ The transition density obeys the forward Kolmogorov PDE (also known as

the Fokker-Plan k PDE):



di usion
transport
z
}|
{

z
}|
{

∂
∂ 1 ∂

p(t, x, y) =
a(y)p(t, x, y) − b(y)p(t, x, y)


∂t
∂y  2 ∂y
|
{z
}
S=probability urrent

(5)

To nd the equilibrium density p(y), we seek a solution that does not depend on
the initial state x or the time t. Those assumptions redu e the PDE to an ODE:
 ′′
′
1
0 = S (y) = a(y)p(y) − b(y)p(y)
2
′

(6)

The solution for p(y) is straightforward be ause (6) is the derivative of a rstorder linear ODE. One onstant of integration is xed at zero be ause of no- ux
boundary onditions. The onstraint that p must have total mass 1 determines the
other onstant of integration C2 .
p(y) = C2

1
where µ = exp
µ(y)

Zy

y0

1 ′
2 a (s) − b(s)
1
2 a(s)

!

In addition, the solution has Frobenius series about 0 and 1.
p(y) = yα0 × analyti in y

where

α0 = −1 + 2b(0) = −1 + 2βQ(0) > −1
p(y) = (1 − y)α1 × analyti in 1 − y

where

α1 = −1 − 2b(1) = −1 − 2β(Q(1) − 1) > −1

ds

!

(7)

Boundary behavior and Feller's test
p
dXt = β (Q(Xt ) − Xt ) dt + Xt (1 − Xt ) dBt

Feller theory [Durrett, 1996℄ is about determining whether a sto hasti pro ess on
an interval an hit a boundary point, and whether it an es ape from a boundary
point. The tests are based on whether parti ular integrals onverge. For this SDE,
the results of the test are
❄ Large β =⇒ α0 ≥ 0, α1 ≥ 0:

Entran e boundaries = an get out & an't get in

❄ Small β =⇒ −1 < α0 < 0, −1 < α1 < 0:

Regular boundaries = an get out & an get in

The results of Feller's test agree with whether the stationary density has fra tional
order poles or zeros at the endpoints: The pro ess an always es ape from the
boundary points, whi h means neither grammar ever goes permanently extin t.
The pro ess an hit a boundary point exa tly when the stationary density has a
pole there.

Integrals for Feller's test
❄ Natural s ale φ
s(x) = φ ′ (x) = exp
❄ Speed measure m
m(x) =

Zy

µ(x)
b(z)
dz =
−1
a(x)
y0
2 a(z)

1
1
=
φ ′ (x)a(x)
µ(x)

❄ Near 0:
I(y) =
J(y) =

Zy Zz

Z0y Z0z
0

0

s(w) dw m(z) dz = nite if an get in
m(w) dw s(z) dz = nite if an get out

Example: ompute J for boundary point 0
❄

Rz

α0 +1
m(w)dw
=
w
× analyti
0

Rz

m(w)dw s(z) = analyti
Ry Rz
❄ J = 0 0 m(w)dw s(z)dz = nite
❄

0

❄ Can always es ape from the boundary at 0

❄ a(w) = w − w2
❄ µ(w) = w−α0 × analyti
❄ s(w) = w−α0 −1 × analyti
❄ m(w) = wα0 × analyti

Add a dimension: Age stru ture
The SDE (3) adds random u tuations to the ODE (1) but they are insuÆ ient to
drive the population a ross the bottlene k between steady states. For the population to shift from G1 to G2 without turning ba k, the dynami s need some sort of
momentum or trendiness, whi h requires a se ond dimension.
A ording to so iolinguisti s [Ait hinson, 1987, Labov, 1994℄ ongoing language
hange is re e ted in so ial variation (e onomi lass, native vs. outsider, men
vs. women, onversational vs. formal). Speakers alter their spee h ons iously and
sub ons iously to t in.

ODE with age stru ture
We add age stru ture by splitting the population into a young group (parents) and
an old group (grandparents). In this revised model, hildren an hear di eren es
in the two age groups' spee h patterns, and predi t where the population is going.
They base their spee h on the predi tion, the intuition being that they don't want
to sound outdated.

❄ Still two idealized grammars G1 and G2
❄ v = mean usage rate of G2 in the young group, 0 ≤ v ≤ 1
❄ w = mean usage rate of G2 in the old group, 0 ≤ v ≤ 1
❄ Death removes agents from the older group, and age shifts agents from the

young group to the old group

w ′ = β (v − w)
❄ We de ne r(v, w) to be a fun tion that predi ts the usage rate for the next

generation given the usage rates of the young and old generations. The birth
and learning term is modi ed from (1) to in lude r:



v ′ = β g r(v, w) − v

De nition of the predi tion fun tion r(v, w)

Given parameters k and a, the predi tion fun tion takes v and w, nds their preimages t1 and t2 under a sigmoid fun tion, then advan es from t1 by a fra tion of
the di eren e t1 − t2 .
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Left:

Phase portrait in v and w. Right: Phase portrait, enlargement of the lower
left orner, marked by a box in the left gure.

Even with age stru ture, the dynami s are simple. There are two stable xed points
(marked by dots) that represent populations dominated by G1 (lower left) and G2
(upper right). In the middle is a saddle point (marked ⊕) whose stable manifold
(dotted line) forms the separatrix between the two basins of attra tion. There is an
important di eren e with respe t to the one-dimensional model: The stable xed
points are very lose to the separatrix. A disturban e an kno k a population at
equilibrium a ross the separatrix and eventually send it to the other xed point.

Combined model: Sto hasti with age stru ture
We now ombine age stru ture with random u tuations. The phase portrait from
the age stru ture ODE suggests that this will give the desired behavior.
❄ We dis retize spee h by assuming K + 1 types of agents, labeled 0, . . . , K
P (senten e from agent of type k uses G2 ) =

k
K

❄ The population state is a pair of ve tors V and W where
Vk (j) = # young speakers of type k at time step j
Wk (j) = # old speakers of type k at time step j
❄ The total population N is xed.
❄ Ea h dis rete time step represents an elapsed time of h = 1/N.

Let's assume that there are so ial reasons to avoid sounding out-dated. If hildren
dete t a trend (ex: younger people make more use of G2 than older people) they
an predi t whether one grammar will be ome more popular. They a elerate the
trend by hoosing to speak more like the younger generation.

The transition from one time step to the next is as follows.
❄ For ea h old agent
❅ Keep the agent with probability 1 −
❅

Death & aging.

β
N

= 1 − βh

Repla e the agent with probability
young group distribution given by V/N.

β
N

= β h using the

❄ For ea h young agent
❅ Copy the agent with probability 1 −
❅

Birth & aging.

β
N

= 1 − βh

Repla e the agent with probability
distribution from the learning fun tion Q:

β
N

= β h using the

Qk (j) = P ( hild learns to use G2 at rate k/K)
= sigmoid fun tion of r(v, w)

where v = mean V(j) and w = mean W(j)

Sample traje tory
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Sample traje tory of this Markov
hain, mean of young plotted as a
fun tion of time. Noti e how the population hanges spontaneously from
G1 (low) to G2 (high), and it an
hanges ba k. On e a hange begins, it runs to ompletion. Changes
also happen in a reasonable amount
of time.

Dis ussion & on lusion
We began with the simplest possible mean- eld ODE model of a population that
an be dominated by either of two languages. Based on its properties, the learning
fun tion must be sigmoid.
We reformulated the model as a Markov hain and SDE. However, the random u tuations of this model were too weak to drive the population from one language to
another: su h hanges, though possible, are extremely rare, and they are generally
not monotoni .
We reformulated the model as a mean- eld ODE model with age stru ture, so
that hildren would have enough information to identify trends in the population's
language and base their spee h on predi tions.
The fourth formulation, a Markov hain with age stru ture, has the desired properties. Children an dete t a idental trends in spee h and predi t how su h trends
will ontinue. Their hoi e of spee h may amplify the trend, leading to language
hange. Thus in the ase of an age-stru tured population with random u tuations,
language may hange due to predi tion driven instability from an otherwise stable
state.
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